» Better detection and protection
» Lower initial installation costs
» Lower operating and maintenance costs

AN ALTERNATIVE TO FIX
XED
D-POINT GAS DETE
ECTO
ORS
Many commercial and industrial facilities are prone to
hazards associated with flammable and toxic gases or
oxygen-deficient atmospheres. Conventional fixed-point
gas detectors traditionally have been used to detect
gas leaks and generate alarms to protect personnel
and property.
However, the effectiveness of these detectors is
dependent on proper placement, which is highly
dependent on the gas being detected as well as many
other environmental factors including air flow, gas
pressure, temperature, harshness of the environment,
etc.

Achieving optimum gas detection often requires
adding additional gas detectors within a given space to
increase the likelihood of detecting a leak. This strategy,
while effective, significantly increases the initial
installation and long-term service and maintenance
costs. VESDA ECO eliminates this inherent
disadvantage.
VESDA ECO overcomes these shortcomings because
it is a multi-hole aspirating gas detection system
that provides cost-effective 24/7 active air sampling
for the early detection of gas leaks – even in the
toughest of environments such as those found in
industrial/manufacturing facilities.

Mu
ultti-ho
ole as
spirrating ga
as detection delivers a set of unique
advantages when compared to conventional gas detectors.

ACTIVE DETECTION PRO
OVIDES BE
ETT
TER
R PRO
OTE
ECTION
N
Built on the proven VESDA® aspirating smoke
detection (ASD) technology, VESDA ECO overcomes
the fundamental limitations of fixed-point gas detectors
to ensure early and reliable gas detection so an
appropriate preventative or emergency response can
be taken, before it is too late.

As air from a given area is drawn to the VESDA ECO
detector, it can be conditioned to remove moisture,
dirt, particulates and other contaminates. This
continuous, active air sampling, enabled by the use of
a VESDA aspirating smoke detector (ASD) and pipe
network with multiple sampling holes, dramatically
increases the ability to detect a gas release quickly and
in a wider range of environments, even in areas with
high air flows.
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MU
ULTI-H
HOLE
E ASP
PIRAT
TIN
NG GAS DET
TECTION DEL
LIV
VERS
S
BETTER AREA COVERAGE AND DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
The design of a gas detection system greatly impacts its
ability to reliably detect a gas leak. The number of gas
detectors required and their placement is totally dependent
on the risk assessment and ability to predict where a gas
leak will occur. The very nature of an “accidental” gas
release precludes the ability to precisely locate a detector at
the point to ensure a leak will be detected.

VESDA ECO’s multi-point aspirating gas sampling pipe
network adds another level of confidence to the gas
detection system’s design and placement. Figures 1 through
4 provide examples of this design tolerance.
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e bette
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Figures 3 + 4 — Demonsstrate
e the design flexibiility of VESD
DA ECO. Knowing whe
ere a leak willl occur is always a judg
gement call. In thiss
example, four con
nventional point gas de
etectors are
e requirred to cover the same area as one VE
ESDA ECO de
etectorr. VES
SDA ECO provides a more
cost-eff fecttive solu
ution.
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ALLA
ATION
N AND OPERA
ATING
G COS
STS
S
LOWER INSTA
In addition to providing better area coverage and more
reliable gas detection through 24/7 active air sampling in
even the harshest environments, VESDA ECO reduces the
total cost of system installation, maintenance and service.
The solution can be added easily to a new
w VESDA ASD
system or re
etrofi
fitted
d to an existing VESDA ASD system
without major construction or electrical cabling and conduit.
Initial installation savings of 45 percent and projected longterm operating and maintenance cost savings of

75 percent have been realized when using VESDA ASD and
VESDA ECO compared to conventional spot smoke and
fixed-point gas detectors.
VESDA ECO also easily integrates to fire alarm control
panels, programmable logic controllers, HVAC systems
and building management systems for real-time situational
awareness and intelligent emergency response. And it can
be used in demand controlled ventilation applications to save
energy and reduce energy costs by ventilating areas only
when required and not continuously.

Figures 5 + 6 — Demonsstrate
e the power of multi-hole aspiirating gas detection throu
ugh its use of a VES
SDA pip
pe nettwork, redu
ucing the
numbe
er off gas dettectors req
quire
ed. One
e VESDA ASD and one VESDA ECO are able to
o rep
place tw
wo spot (point) smo
oke detectors and two
spot (p
pointt) hydro
ogen detecttors and at the same time delliver better area coverage. The
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erage and lower tottal
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wer lon
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SU
UIT
TAB
BLE FOR A WIDE RANGE OF
F APP
PLICA
ATIO
ONS
Battery rooms for the detection of hydrogen
Boiler rooms for the detection of natural gas or LPG
Control centers in refineries for detection of methane or
hydrogen sulfide ingress
Road tunnels for the detection of carbon monoxide and
nitrogen dioxide
Building utility rooms for the detection of natural gas or
LPG

Elevator shafts for the detection of methane or carbon
monoxide
Warehouse roof spaces for the detection of natural gas
from space heaters
Laboratories for the detection of various flammable and
toxic gases
Enclosed vehicle parking/loading docks for the detection of
carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide
New applications being identified daily
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